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Károly Színi's song collection was rather unique in its time, since it indicated the melodies in 
one voice, without any piano accompaniment. According to his prolog, and by including the 
national Anthem – and other patriotic songs, which were born in the middle of the 19. 
century –, as well as other songs still sung in the beginning of the 19. century but since then 
partly forgotten, the author intended to highlight the importance of preserving the song 
tradition of the contemporary collective consciousness. In this publication we can find songs 
of a wider variety of social classes that were preserved through unwritten tradition, and also 
fresh folklorisations (such as popular art songs written to the poems of the greatest 
contemporary poet, Sándor Petőfi). 
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1.The author
2
 
 
Bartalus István3 was a musician and a scientist. Károly Színi (1829–1896) was rather 
a public figure. He studied at the outstanding Hungarian calvinistic college 
Sárospatak (North-Eastern Hungary). At the start of his career he worked as a 
cantor-teacher-schoolmaster near his native land, next to the river Tisza. Later he 
has become a writer, a poet, but mainly a journalist in the capital. As an enthusiastic 
patriot, he worked with all his energy for the Hungarian nation and culture. He was 
also engaged in politics. He directed his own public journals, wrote and published 
                                               
1 Institute for Musicology HAS, erdelyi.molnar.nyhaza@gmail.com 
2 See Szinnyei 1891–1914. 
3 Bartalus István (1821–1899), in details see in this panel by Kata Riskó. 
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folklike and patriotic poems applied to contemporary popular melodies. He also had 
general educational aims with his folksongs-publications. He wanted to save the 
songs of every class of the Hungarian society and also wanted to make them 
available for everybody, as widely as possible. Based on his music studies he was 
able to note the songs down in a way which was accepted by Béla Bartók as well. 
Moreover, Bartók found his scores better than the transcriptions of Bartalus.4 
 
 
2.The collection
5
, its introduction and its construction 
 
 
  
Figure 1. Title-page of Károly Színi’s folksong-publication 
 
His collection – two hundred tunes – was published in 1865 and it was so successful, 
that it needed to be republished in 1872. It’s title was: The Hungarian folk songs and 
melodies. The distinction between „songs” and „melodies” is extremely important. 
In the introduction
6
 Színi wrote that the previous folksong collectors had made an 
inaccurate job: they hadn’t paid attention to the melodies of the songs. In his opinion 
the lyrics are just the coat of the song; its essence is the melody. He was afraid that 
the untranscripted melodies would easily vanish, not like the lyrics, which had been 
                                               
4 „Considering the fact that he was no qualified musician, the recording is very good indeed. 
In the seven big volumes of the Bartalus collection... the recording is far inferior to Színi’s, 
although Bartalus was a ’qualified’ musician.” Bartók 1924. VIII. In English Bartók 2002. V. 
5 Színi 1865. See Paksa 1988. 44–48, in English 271. 
6 Színi 1865. 3–16. 
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already reserved in a written form. That is why he wanted to publish as many songs 
as possible. To make the issue not so expensive, he published only the songs, 
without any accompaniment or adaptation to piano.  
He said: 
 
 Ha fogalmat akarunk nyerni arról, hogy milyen a valódi szép magyar zene, a 
régi dalokhoz kell folyamodnunk... Csudálatos szépséggel birnak ezek a kis 
dalok... egy-két soros parányi dal néha egy napra való tanulmányt és élvezetet 
nyujt a kedvelőnek, annyi abban a három-négy ütenyben a gondolat és az 
érzés.7  
 
Later Bartók says something similar: 
 
A szűkebb értelemben vett parasztzene... öntudatlanul működő természeti erő 
átalakító munkájának eredménye... Ennek folytán egyedei – az egyes 
dallamok – a legmagasabb művészi tökéletesség példái. Kis arányaikban ép 
oly tökéletesek, akárcsak a legnagyobb szabású zenei mestermű. Valósággal 
klasszikus példái annak, miként lehet lehető legkisebb formában, 
legszerényebb eszközökkel valamilyen zenei gondolatot a maga 
frisseségében, arányosan, egyszóval a lehető legtökéletesebb módon 
kifejezni.
8
 
 
Színi draws attention for the ballads, and he is proud of the Hungarian people 
singing them everywhere. However, he wanted to publish not only the old songs 
sung by peasants, but the contemporary popular songs of other social classes. 
Despite of their lower artistic value, these pieces have a serious musicological and 
cultural-historical significance. Színi thought that everybody was able to separate 
these so-called „patrician folksongs” and the peasant songs from each other, even if 
they were mixed in his publication. 
He noticed with love that he had learnt these songs as a little child and as a young 
man in the villages and little towns of North-Eastern Hungary „where everybody 
                                               
7 „If we want to know, what the real nice Hungarian music is like, we must get to know the 
old songs… these little songs are wonderful… a few-lined little song is able to give a whole-
day of work and pleasure for us, because that three-four bars are full of thoughts and 
feelings.” Színi 1865. 5–6. 
8 „In… narrower sense, peasant music is the outcome of changes wrought by a natural force 
whose operation is unconscious… For this reason, the individuals of which it consists – the 
single tunes – are so many examples of high artistic perfection. In their small way, they are 
as perfect as the grandest masterpieces of musical art. They are, indeed, classical models of 
the way in which a musical idea can be expressed in all its freshness and shapeliness – in 
short, in the very best possible way, in the briefest possible form and with the simplest of 
means.” Bartók 1924. VII., in English Bartók 2002. III. 
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was always singing”. Thus he asked his readers to send him their own songs, 
because he knew that there were various versions of the songs he published and 
there were also many other songs in the other parts of the country: „Dialects appear 
in folksongs just like they appear in language.” He also asked the composers to send 
him their own songs which had already become folksongs being singed very often – 
as we would say today, they have been folklorised. 
In the introduction Színi also wrote about the musical features of the melodies. He 
gave a lot of information about the rhythm of the three-quarter songs, and drew 
attention to the difference between these songs and the german songs, e.g. the waltz. 
He described the phenomenon of a song being played by the gipsy band in two 
different ways: first slow for singing and then faster for dancing. In these cases, in 
the publication we can find two performance marks above the songs.  
Unfortunately we know nothing about the circumstances of the collection’s birth. 
Some scores in it show that Színi might knew the hand-written folksong-collections 
of Sámuel Almási9 and István Bartalus10.  
The construction of the publication also typifies Károly Színi’s musical knowledge. 
There is no global principle in it, however the author made some little groups out of 
the songs according to some similar features in them. It shows Színi’s excellent 
sense of style, and perhaps also his strong emotional bonding to the songs. In his 
transcriptions he could sign the various features of the performance, ornamentation 
and variants. 
 
 
3. Patriotic songs, Hungarian art songs, Westeuropean melodies 
 
It is typical to Színi’s personality that the collection starts with the two most 
important patriotic songs of the Hungarian nation: the Szózat  (which means 
allocution) and Himnusz (meaning anthem). The first is perhaps a little bit more kind 
for the Hungarian soul; but the second is the official national Anthem of Hungary 
until today.
11
 
 
                                               
9 Almási S. 1834. In details on this collection see Paksa 1988. 16–20, in English 268., Almási 
I. 2004. 
10 Bartalus 1873–1896. In details on this collection see in this panel by Kata Riskó; Paksa 
1988. 49–60, in English 271–174. 
11 Ferenc Kölcsey’s poem Himnusz was written in January 1823. The competition announced 
for the musical adaptation of the poem in 1844 was won by Ferenc Erkel . For details see 
Bónis 1995. The photograph of Ferenc Erkel’s manuscript can be viewed on the website of 
the National Széchényi Library: http://www.oszk.hu/zenemuvek (2015-02-26). 
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Figure 2. Anthem of Hungary – the second piece of Színi’s issue. 
 
Színi’s transcription shows a spontaneous phenomenon of live performance which 
was not rare in the nineteenth century: the end of the melody jumps an octave up, 
indicating a plus emotional charge.  
There are twelve more patriotic songs in the collection, among them the – 
folklorised – Kossuth-song.12 This very popular piece about the leader of the war of 
independence in 1848–49, was sung very often without any mention of Lajos 
Kossuth at that time. We can find it that way also in this song-book. 
There are more than a dozen Westeuropean melodies in the collection, which are 
odd and unusual in the Hungarian traditional music, and also several pieces in the 
western style of Biedermeier. These songs aren’t connected with our current theme, 
they must be analyzed separately. 
 
 
4. Popular art-songs13 
 
Naturally several well-known contemporary popular art-songs can be found in the 
collection too. Among them there are ten melodies to the poems of the most 
important Hungarian poet of that era, Sándor Petőfi. Most of them have not 
folklorized either. The only exception is the poem of Petőfi about a poor sheperd, to 
whom a rich man offers money for his sweetheart, but he doesn’t accept the 
„business”. János Erdélyi14 himself had applied melody to this poem.15 The song, 
                                               
12 See Tari 2014a.; Tari 2014b. 
13 About the genre see Kodály 1937., in English Kodály 1971. 14–15., Kerényi 1964. 
14 Erdélyi János (1814–1868), in details see in this panel by Lujza Tari; Tari 2014c. 
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incorporated into the sheperd’s heritage, is quite popular until today in the North of 
Hungary and on the Great Hungarian Plain. We know many variants of it, which are 
very similar.
16
 In some places there are further strophes added to the original poem, 
completing the content of Petőfi’s story. Színi could also have written here „slow 
and fast”, because the melody, besides its parlando-rubato singing form, is also 
used for accompaniment of slow and fast „csárdás” dance.  It’s adjustable, dotted 
rhythm and melodic line shows the characteristic of the new style of the Hungarian 
folk music.
17
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Színi 1865. No. 29. Juhászlegény – Shepherd, poor shepherd 
 
 
5. Folk songs – earlier styles 
 
Let us see now the tunes of the collection according to the stylistic system of the 
Hungarian folkmusic created by László Dobszay and Janka Szendrei.18 We can 
easily recognise those songs, which were qualified as art songs in 1865, and have 
later folklorized. It is much more exciting to meet pieces, that were folksongs at that 
time – it is obvious because of their style – but which have already vanished by the 
twentieth century, so these songs cannot be found in our archives. 
More than a dozen songs represent those old styles, which we can consider the 
eastern heritage of the Hungarian folk music, unlike the styles of the european 
                                                                                                                         
15 Móser 2012. 54., Bereczky 2013. 584. 
16 See Bereczky 2013. 580–586., Móser 2012. 51–57. 
17 For further information about this musical style see Bartók 1924. XXXV–XLVI., in 
English Bartók 2002. XXXVII–XLIX., Kodály 1937., in English Kodály 1971. 62–76., 
Vargyas 2005. 351–361Bereczky 2013. 
18 See Dobszay–Szendrei 1992. 
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folksongs.
19
 These are: seven lament style tunes, three descending pentatonic songs 
with a quintal-shift structure, and at least three pieces in the bagpipe tune and 
swine-herd’s dance-tune style. The collection doesn’t contain the psalmodic group, 
which live mainly in Transylvania.
20
 Bartalus has published some tunes of this style, 
thanks to his transylvanian connections, but it seems that Színi didn’t hear such 
melodies in his own sorroundings.  
As No. 24–25 Színi has put two variants of the same melody side-by-side. The only 
significant difference is the number of syllables to their tune-lines. They show the 
gradate descending melodic line and dorian scale of the diatonic lament style. As we 
could at the previous song, we can notice the adjustable, dotted rhythm here as well. 
Variants of this melody are very popular until quite recently in the region of Színi’s 
birthplace. The theme is also the life of the sheperds and highwaymen. The first is a 
poem of Sándor Petőfi. He was also born on the Great Hungarian Plain, and he often 
wrote about his love to this land. The author of the other lyrics is unknown. The 
latter one has become more popular, its variants live until today with different 
melodies. 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Színi 1865. No. 24–25. 
 
The following two melodies are also in pair. They are similar in their melodic line 
and the number of syllables to their tune-lines. They belong to the bagpipe tune 
style. Their parlando interpretation and lamentable theme are also the same. It is nice 
that Színi has transposed them to the same final note, in spite of their different scale. 
He gives the scales of the tunes with the terms of the functional art music. It seems 
                                               
19 See Bartók 1924. XIII–XXXIV., in English Bartók 2002. XI–XXXVI., Kodály 1937., in 
English Kodály 1971. 23–61., Vargyas 2005. 268–316.; Dobszay–Szendrei 1992. 42 (Note 
178). 
20 Transylvania is part of Romania today. 
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that he could perceive the elder scales of the melodies and their relations, although 
he couldn’t express them. 
These transcriptions show the rhythm of the parlando-rubato interpretation in a 
sensitive way. 
 
 
  
Figure 5. Színi 1865. No. 68–69. 
 
There are not any close variants of these two songs in our collections from the 
twentieth century. But we have their further relative, in tempo giusto, from the 
transitional area between the  Plain and Transylvania
21
, so not far from Színi’s 
home, with the same lyrics. 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Édesanyám is volt nékem – I have also had a mother 
Kárásztelek (Szilágy County). Collected by Rudolf Víg, 1963. IV. 11. 
Folk Music Archives of the Institute for Musicology HAS, AP 4723-b. 
                                               
21 Kárásztelek (Szilágy County, today in Romania) 
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There are a lot of datas about the next tune. It also belongs to the big family of our 
bagpipe tune style. We can find it in a dozen collections from the nineteenth century, 
and besides Hungarians, it is sung also by the Slovaks and Croats. Two variants 
were published in the Slovenské Spevy,22 and three other by Vinko Žganec in 
1924
23
. It was also recorded in 1937, for the Patria Hungarian Folk Music 
Recordings
24, by László Lajtha. 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Színi 1865. No. 172. 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Slovenské Spevy 1972. 1/529. 
 
                                               
22 Slovenské Spevy 1972. 1/384, 1/529 
23 Žganec 1924. No. 420, 510, 511., see also Olsvai 1991. 
24 See Patria 2010., Tari 2002., Tari 2003. 
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Figure 9. Žganec 1924. No. 420. 
 
 
6. The new Hungarian folksong style 
 
Beside the pieces of the elder Hungarian folksong styles, the collection shows the 
momentary state of the new Hungarian folksong style’s formation quite well. Along 
with the tunes with narrow compass, determined by the modern harmony and along 
with the wide compass, ascending tunes the first pieces of the Hungarian folk song’s 
new style are developing in front of us. Színi’s collection illustrates – and verifies – 
our knowledge about the birth of this style. There are precedents of only the earliest 
typical structural schemata of it.
25
 It’s the AA5BA, in which the matter of the first line 
is repeated a fifth higher in the second line, and returns as the fourth line. We have 
six melodies of this form in this collection, five of them have – closer or further – 
variants, known until today. Színi’s collection does not include any pieces of 
AA
5
A
5
A and ABBA structures. Although we can find five tunes of AABA form, 
these are not the examples of Hungarian new style, but have come from the West. 
Most of them are art songs. It is also characteristic of this developing level that there 
are no tune-lines consisting of more than twelve syllables in these folksongs. The 
number of syllables have increased later.
26
  
An interesting example of Színi’s melody-groups shows the AA5 connection and 
three different types of returning. All three of them can also be found in the 
                                               
25 „The new-style tunes differ most obviously from the old-style tunes through their structure, 
which is rounded, architectonic… If it be admissible that short lines are older than long 
lines… the oldest architectonic forms are AA5BA and A A5A5A, and the most recent is 
AABA.” (Bartók 1924. XXXV., in English: Bartók 2002. XXXVII.)  As Kodály writes: 
„Setting aside less important types, the main ones have the following musical content: 
AA5A5A, ABBA, AA5BA, AABA. Most wellknown Hungarian songs belong to one or other 
of these types.” (Kodály 1971. 62.) 
26 See Bartók 1924. XXXV., in English: Bartók 2002. XXXVII., Bereczky 2013. 30–31. 
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collection of Sámuel Almási, but there they are not next to each other. Lujza Tari 
supposes – for various reasons – that Színi adopted these songs from there. 
 
 
  
Figure 10. Színi 1865. No. 15–16–17. 
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